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Line of 5 dog toys of various shapes 
and features. Made from a mixture 
of polypropylene and recycled wood.
Safe for animals and super durable –
ideal for dogs with strong jaws and 
who like to chew. They are all in 
a colour that draws from nature.

Strong Dog
Wood Eco
Durability by nature

safe
for animals

recycled 
wood

super 
long-lasting

for dogs 
with strong jaws
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Scan or
click to see
the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WQHKwNPxqA


11 CM

12.5 CM

16.5 CM

17.5 CM

30 CM

TWISTER
ideal for pulling play

Index: 129692

SNACKY BONE L
has space for a treat

Index: 130342

NATURAL STICK
ideal for chewing

Index: 132371

SNACKY BONE M
has space for a treat

Index: 129691

NATURAL STICK
ideal for chewing

Index: 132370

Strong Dog Wood Eco
Ecomfy Toys
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Woody Eco
Closer to nature

Line of 14 dog toys of various shapes and features. 
Made from a mixture of food-grade TPE plastic 
and recycled wood. Safe for pets and versatile – 
suitable for dogs of all sizes and preferences. 
Woody Eco products are characterised by their
high flexibility and a fun-inspiring scent.
They are all in a colour that draws from nature.

versatile scentedsafe
for animals

recycled 
wood
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TOOTHER 
4 EL BONE
Index: 129743

TOOTHER
6 EL BUTTERFLY
Index: 129746

TOOTHER 
6 EL
Index: 129742

TOOTHER
4 EL
Index: 129744

26 CM 21 CM 20 CM20 CM

DENTAL STICK
massages gums, 
has space for a treat

Index: 129686

12.5 CM

DENTAL RING
massages gums
and clean teeth, great 
for playing fetch

Index: 129682

13 CM

SNACKY BONE M / L
has space for a treat

Index: 129685 / 129684

DENTAL BONE
massages gums 
and cleans teeth

Index: 129687 / 129689 / 129690

SNACKY BALL
has space for a treat

Index: 129681

6.5 CM 16.5 / 11 CM 16.5 / 12.5 / 8.5 CM

NATURAL
STICK
ideal for chewing

Index: 132368 / 132369

12 / 17.5 CM

Woody Eco
Ecomfy Toys
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Line of 6 dog toys of various shapes and features. 
Made from food-grade TPE plastic. The raw 
material is 100% recycled. The products are 
safe for pets and versatile – suitable for dogs of 
different sizes and preferences. High flexibility 
and ability to float on water are two of the main 
features of Olive Eco toys. Their colours all fall 
within shades of green.

recycled 
material

floatingsafe for 
animals

versatile

Olive Eco

100% recycled
100% fun
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DENTAL RING
massages gums and cleans 
teeth, great for playing fetch; 
has space for a few treats

Index: 129664

SNACKY BALL
space for more 
treats, can be used 
to slow down eating

Index: 129666

SNACKY CANDY
massages gums, 
has space for a treat

Index: 129663

SNACKY WORM
space for
a few treats

Index: 129667

EXPANDER
for pulling play 
together

Index: 129665

DENTAL STICK
massages gums, 
has space for a treat

Index: 129668

37 CM

13 CM 15 CM 24 CM

12.5 CM8.5 CM

Olive Eco
Ecomfy Toys
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Line of 8 dog toys of various shapes and features. 
Made from food-grade TPE plastic. The raw 
material is 100% recycled. The products are 
safe for petsand versatile – suitable for dogs of 
different sizes and preferences. High flexibility 
and ability to float on water are two of the main 
features of Meaty Mix toys. Their colours depend 
on the available recycled materials.

Meaty Mix
Eco
100% recycled
100% fun

recycled 
materials

floatingsafe 
for animals

versatile
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DENTAL BONE
massages gums 
and cleans teeth

Index: 129649 / 129650 / 129651

DENTAL STICK
massages gums, 
has space for a treat

Index: 129654

12.5 CM 8 CM 15 CM

SNACKY CANDY
massages gums, 
has space for a treat

Index: 129657

SNACKY RUGBY
has space
for more treats

Index: 129656

SUPER FLY DISC
perfect for outdoor play

Index: 129653 / 129652

18 CM23 CM
16.5 / 12.5 / 8.5 CM

Meaty Mix Eco
Ecomfy Toys
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Gaia
Handmade

Versatile fishing rod type cat toys. 
They are handmade. They are 
made of a 50 cm / 19.7 in long 
wooden stick and elements 
attractive to cats – feathers, bells, 
beads and recycled natural corks. 
They have a jute cord that allows 
you to play interactively with 
your pet and stimulate its 
hunting instinct. They come 
in a choice of 6 options.

Openwork ball toy for cats with 
a small ball inside. Its flexible 
exterior is made from 100% 
recycled, food-grade TPE raw 
materials. The Surprise Ball Eco 
rolls in different directions and is 
very quiet at the same time. 
It will work well for cats of 
all sizes. There are 2 types – 
with a bell ball or with 
a ball filled with catnip.

rolling sustainable 
production

sustainable 
production

safe 
for animals

handmade wooden 
stick

Surprise
Ball Eco
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GAIA 
HANDMADE 
CORK
+ FEATHERS
Shades of beige 
and brown
Index: 129782

GAIA 
HANDMADE 
CORK
+ RIBBON
Shades of beige 
and brown
Index: 129736

GAIA 
HANDMADE 
RATTAN BALL
+ FEATHERS
Colour Mix
Index: 129740

GAIA 
HANDMADE 
PLASTIC BALL, 
FEATHERS
+ BELL
Colour Mix
Index: 129738

GAIA 
HANDMADE 
FEATHERS
+ BELL
Colour Mix
Index: 129739

GAIA 
HANDMADE 
RATTAN BALL, 
BEADS
+ FEATHERS
Colour Mix
Index: 129737

SURPRISE BALL ECO BELL
Dark olive, yellow
Index: 129733

7.5 CM

7.5 CM

SURPRISE BALL ECO CATNIP
Dark olive, green
Index: 129734

5O CM 5O CM

5O CM 5O CM

5O CM 5O CM

Cat toys
Ecomfy Toys
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A line of pet products created 
with the environment in mind.
Our articles are created personally –
from the design to the production 
process in our own factories located in 
Suwałki and Warsaw. Ecomfy products 
are based on natural materials, 
recycled blends and recycled raw 
materials.

The brand was created out of passion
for animals and with our planet in 
mind..

Your care, 
their joy.
A natural
combination.

About Us



PEOPLE

PETS

PLANET

We want to invite you to 
join us in caring for our 
beloved pets and the planet. 
This will make you a vital 
part of Ecomfy.

We remember that pets are 
a part of nature, which is why 
we dedicate harmless Ecomfy
articles to them – a safe 
alternative in the pet market. 
We care about your pet’s 
comfort, safety and happiness.

We strive to create safe products 
for animals with the least possible 
impact on the environment. 
With our activities, we want to raise 
awareness about environmental 
protection and the reduction of 
negative impacts on nature.

|  About us



We use recycled raw 
materials: TPE plastic, 
wood, furniture boards, 
sisal materials, cork

Our products are 
made using natural 
materials: wood, sisal 
and burlap strings

Making the most of 
solar energy resources

We only use energy-
saving light bulbs in our 
production facility

|  About us



Visit our
webpage
and learn
more

AQUAEL sp. z o.o.
ul. Krasnowolska 50
02-849 Warszaw, Poland

+48 22 644 76 16 
export@aquael.pl
www.comfypet.pl

https://comfypet.pl/ecomfy/en.html
https://comfypet.pl/ecomfy/en.html
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